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FLAP SW55PS U.S.A.
From around the world come reports of strange crafts in our atmosphere. 

The biggest flap in the annuals of UFOlogy is now in progress as you read 
these very words. Reports continue to pour into our offices daily in 
responce to a letter by the Editor in the May issue of TRUE MAGAZINE. Here 
are but a few of the reports which have reached us since January.

January 14 - Airline pilot Captain. D. Shannon reported visual 
Sightings and radar trackings of V formation of seven UFOs leaving vapor 
trails at 35,000"feet over Auckland, New Zealand.

. Jahtary 19 - Industrial Draftsman William Blackman reported the landing 
of one 20 foot and one 80 foot saucer with three humanoid beings about three 
feet tall in shiny space suits near a local archery range in Brand's Flats, 
•Virginia. The' beings uttered unintelligible sounds.

January 24 - Two Richmond, Va. Businessmen reported to the Sheriff that 
a tall aluminum-colored, cylinder shaped UFC 75 feet above the ground stopped 
the motors of their car during the few seconds the craft was in view. '

January 30 - Sid Padrick, TV repairman, reported the landing of a space
craft outsidp his beach home near Manresa, California. He had a broken 
conversation with'a nine man crew and went for a short ride in the ship.

February 19 - At an intersection of Route 3 and 139 in Hanover, Mass, 
six men in a car pool saw a fast-moving, very brillant, pulsating lighted 
UFO that reversed direction and passed directly in front of their car.

. March 12 - A UFO described as having a yellowish top and bluish bottom 
.with “a glow all over it.” was observed over Brulingtcn,- Vermont by two women 
and 25 youngsters.

March 16 - Reports of redish glowing objects and rows of lights were 
phoned into weather stations, armed services, and news media by residents 
of Nova Scotia, Canada. Astronomer Burke Gaffney of St. Mary's University 
says that the objects were saucers.

March tl8 - Two Japanese Civilian Pilots reported their planes were 
buzzed by a UFC for three minutes. They described the UFO as being 45 feet 
in diameter and radiating a greenish luminescence color.

Marchr19 - Two residents of Summers County, West Virginia reported that 
their cat vas buzzed by three UFOs, one large craft and two smaller ones. 
After hovering over the car they were traveling in the two smaller objects 
merged wit* the larger one and disappeared.
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GFORG5 ADAMSXJ PASSF5 OM
George Adamski author of FLYING SAUCERS HAVE LANDED, INSIDE THE SPACE 

SHIPS and:FLYING SAUCERS FAREWELL and also internationally known for his 
contacts with the space people passed away in a hotel room in Washington D.C. 
from pneumonia after having contracted a bad cold lecturing in Detroit, 
Michigan.-Date of death was April 23rd.

Desmond Leslie who co-authored Adamski's first book says that Adamski 
would go-down in history as one of three things “...the greatest charlatan 
of all time, a most original nUt or one of the most important men since 
Elijah...;” Mr. Leslie continues by saying "...I think the world is richer 
for his coming, and will be poorer for his going. It was he who's amazing 
pictures [(pictures which have sunived the test of time and critics) first 
reallywoke people up to what was going on; and I think that when the union 
of earth and the older races is complete (sometime within the next two 
thousand years) his name will be held in affection and honor. Personally 
I wouldn't have missed being his friend for anything”

Shortly before his death Mr. Adamski had shown great interest in our 
plans for an International UFClegist Day at the World's Fair and we had 
sericusfy- discussed the possibility of him showing his new half-hour moving 
pictures of flying saucers in action all over the world. The International 
UFOlogist Day when and if held this summer won't feel the same without 
Mr. Adamski’s presence. We know you concur.
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SC IE NTIFIOMETHOOAPPLIED-TOPROPHECY
BY’ GLEN' WHITE ■

After earning a bachelor of science degree at a well-known university and 
adding to it a little graduate work, I went into research in parapsychology. ' 
Prophecy, precognition, foreknowledge are the concern of the parapsychologist.

There are three prophecies scheduled to take place between November, 196^ 
and June, 1967", which I wish to expound, because I believe I can save lives 
and property by so doing, ... ..

1. Between November, 196k, and June, 1967, we fight the Battle of Armageddcn.
2. During this time, the FLYING SAUCERS will make landings to pick up 

people in danger zones, taking them to large mother ships hovering in the sky.
' 3. The Battle of Armageddon will be stopped by a great natural cataclysm, 

caused by the earth's passing through the tail of a comet, or large meteor, 
which cause the axis of the earth to careen over sida/ays, throwing the water of 
the'oceans farther inland than any'flood in the memory of man, and to a depth 
of two thousand three hundred feet. This passing through the tail of the comet 
is predicted as taking place in June of 196'7. Since a comet can be seen for 
several months before it reaches the closest point to the earth, the time of 
the event can be ascertained from watching the comet approach,

The safety zone is the southern part of the'Appalachian Mountains of 
North America; Asheville, North Carolina is 2,300 ft. above sea level. In 
the early 1930"s some Dutch farmers were instructed by their mentors, or 
guardian Angels, to sell but-in the Netherlands and move to the-Appalachian 
Mountains. They came Up here, and Mr. William Wallis of Brevard, and a man at 
Ecesta, invented a device for digging up the Dutch bulbs out of the ground 
so they would not have to stoop. By coming up here, they avoided being in 
Holland during the Second World War, and escaped having their land flooded 
with salt water when the dyke broke and flooded much of the Netherlands.

The Southern Appalachian Mountains have been above sea level for the past 
two hundred million years and are predicted as remaining above sea level during 
this cataclysm: although, according to Revelation 1'6:18, there will be "...a 
great earthquake, such as was not since men were upon the earth, so mighty an 
earthquake and so great."

Commodities should be brought now before war breaks out. During the 
Eisenhower administration the U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT published an important 
article saying that rationing books were being published by the government 
ahead of time so that in the event of war the rationing could be put into 
immediate effect. _ .

REVELATION, Chapter 13, verse 17: "And that no man might buy or sell, 
save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name."

From "VOICE OF UNIVERSARIUS," page 19 (June, 1'963) "...we have some 
information pertaining to events'which are due to take place on your planet... 
Our decision pertains to the possible and perhaps eventual evacuation of 
certain areas on your planet, if this becomes•necessary within a period, not 
to exceed some thirty-two months in your time, beginning with the date of 
your month of November ycur year 196H-...this will be the time cf extreme and 
relatively dangerous events.... However we still continue to hope for a • 
negotiated change between your Nation's leaders and their respective people, 
and not one of a limited or large scale violent and very costly war on ycur 
planet...."

From "VOICE OF UNIVERSARIUS," (May, 1963), page 13: "You have gotten 
away from the space-craft movement for some time, but now these sightings will 
be increasing in preponderance and frequency. You will be able to determine 

— their position, form and what they are doing. These craft, as mentioned, will 
congregate and will be ready to ''pick up' those individuals who will be 
conditioned...there is a very specific plan at this time for many—at least 
several hundred...." (Plutana - Channel: Zelrun) .

In the Bible chapter 2^ of the Book of Matthew, verse ^0, ^1 says "Then 
shall two be in the field; the one shall be taken, and the other left. Two 
women shall be grinding at the mill; the one shall be taken, and the other left."

On January 25, 1962, Fred Stone, Editor of the AUSTRALIAN SAUCER RECORD 
printed this account given to him by Mr. Fred Jones. AUSTRALIAN HAS REMARKABLE 
DREAM: . .

"A few years ago, while living in a suburb of Adelaide, I dreamed that 
my wife and I were in a garden overlooking a valley and hills. Along the 
horizon a fierce fire was raging. We watched other fires coming from under the 
earth, burning everything on top. A strange planet was approaching the earth, 
surely but slowly. People were running about in terror and I could hear what 
they shouted to each other. As I spoke to my wife about-this being the erjd of
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everything, thousands of strange craft appeared in the sky, swooping down to 
pick the people up, taking them to a much larger craft hanging motionless in 
the . sky; '

"Months later, I saw what is referred to as a flying saucer go right 
overhead and disappear out of sight over the hills. Previously I had always 
thought of the saucers as a newspaper stunt.

"Later we moved to Bradbury, a small dairying district outside Adelaide. 
Until we moved in, we had never visited this part before except for a brief 
look over the house before buying. Going into the garden to enjoy the view as 
a respite from unpacking, I was amazed to realize this place was identical 
with the one in my dream. I recognized the neighbors' voices as they called 
to their cows. Yes, everything and everyone here is here according to my 
dream.

Editor Stone says: "When Mr. Fred Jones, the participant, first related 
this story to me, he had not yet purchased this property, but had come to 
talk to me about the 'saucer'■ he had seen going over the hills. Later, when 
he discovered the connection with his dream I visited him at this spot, and he 
told me that, according to his dpeam, there were certain houses in it which, 
at that'time, were not erected, bitt clearly described what type of house 
they were intended to be. Some time later those houses were erected, and 
they were identical with those described in his dream.

"It was at this spot that I, with a few other men from the Australian 
Flying Saucer Research Society,-spent an Easter week-end retreat. I felt 
laid on me a burden to answer many problems which had been asked of me, and 
to which I felt totally inadequate. Mainly, those questions asked of me 
were| 'How will we be delivered in the time of crisis?' and 'What part will 
the saucers play in it?' This week-end proved to be'a very remarkable one 
indeed, and the answer received after much meditation was that it--would be 
accomplished in three ways:

(1) Saucers would rescue many people from the earth, bodily.
(2) Other folk would be, consciously or unconsciously, led to places 

of safety, perhaps not realizing what was to take place.
(3) Certain key personnel would. be left and remain in places of great 

danger, but these would be protected by a GREAT WALL OF WHITE LIGHT, which 
would completely protect them from all harm, until their task was completed.

"A still further query arised, 'What was the strange planet seen to 
be approaching the earth?'"

This is not a strange planet, but a strange comet. The date oftthis 
comet's passing between the earth and the sun (as given by Yogunda) is 
June, 1967. This will cause the phenomena described in Matthew, Chapter 2^-, 
such as earthquakes, its shadow on th earth causing three days of darkness, 
and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven. 
The meteorites out of the tail of the comet, as they pass through the earth's 
atmosphere, catch on fire and produce the phenomenon of the shooting stars. 
The largest meteor out of the tail of this comet is called "The Great Rock 
of Daniel." The poles will shift and throw the water of the oceans farther 
inland than any flood in the memory of Man. Matthew 2^:38-39: "For as in the 
days that were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and 
giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark, and knew 
not until.the flood came, and took them all away; so shall also the coming of 
the Son of man be."

Matthew 2^:27: "For as the lightning cometh out of the east, and shineth 
even unto the west; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be."

One thing I would like to get across to saucer buffs is that there 
is a huge amount of traffic in space and we would get plenty of it where 
if for two basic facts:

(1) Earth is in a quarantined zone, the only space ships that come 
here are on the run from the space patrols.

(2) These illegal space outfits have made the caverns their homes 
and they shoot down any legitimate commercial ships that try to contact 
us. or land openly. ■

However this has not always been so. Long ago, earth was not quarantin
ed. At that time there were huge amounts of commerce between earth and 
space. Most planets had regular and constant interchange of products with 
us.

This is where the picture stones I have been talking about in previous 
issues come in. These stones are in reality books which contain pictures 
of saucers,&other kinds of space ships. A careful study of them will reveal
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complete plans for building space ships or saucers if you want them that 
shape. Now the big point of all this is that no intelligent and able 
scientist or antiquarian has as yet examined these stones with any genuine 
interest or intent to actually make sure of their nature and content. This 
is where your readers come in. They can get a proper optical attack started 
on these things by able and intelligent technicians. The principal obstacle 
to bringing about scientific attention is the false phone call, I believe, 
as I overheard some of these when I first began to try to get some attention 
for them.

If we can get the right stones into the right hands you will all have 
succeeded in the project of getting earthmen into space far more than the 
technicians of the present moon shots. These moon shots are doomed becaus 
they do not know what they are up against. This is the quarantine!'Where Is ’/he Earth's Renter Qf Qravity? yiCTOR Pence 

BY: —----  ------
In the November I960 edition of FLYING SAUCERS MAGAZINE there is an 

article "Earth's Center of Gravity'-Up or Down?" that tells of several 
scientific tests that were being done to pin-point the center of gravity.

While going over some points in my theory of the Polar Openings, using 
the Mobius Strip, I found that this problem would also be an important factor 
in proving, or disproving, my theory. .

Going through the article I find the following points that should be of 
interest to those who have followed my theory since it started some 8 months 
ago.

In 1901 the French government wanted to determine more accurately the 
size of the earth, so they could revise their calculations regarding the 
distance of the sun. They wanted a pair of lines long enough to give them 
an appreciable measurment. Since they could not build two parallel poles a 
mile high, they decided to suspend two plumb bobs a mile deep into a mine shaft 
thus allowing them to measure the distance apart at the top and bottom.

Upon starting the test the French found that the plumb bobs were FURTHER 
APART AT THE BOTTOM THAN AT THE TCP! Several more tests were made then the 
French got in touch with some American scientists who made similar tests and 
they too got the same results. The only answer to the problem was that the 
CENTER OF THE EARTH WAS ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE PUNETH!

In one test it was found that the plumb lines were 8.22 inches further 
apart at the bottom than at the top. The engineer asigned to the case noted 
that this figure was exactly that which would be necessary to complete a 
36O degree spherical circumference. The only problem was that the.circumference 
was that of the INSIDE of a sphere NOT the outside. Using the angles formed 
by the plumb lines the center of gravity would be about 4,000 miles in snace! 
If this would be true what if the Chinese were to make a check on their side 
of the world? Would it not be 4,000 miles opposite our side? ANY place 
4,000 miles up would be the center of gravity!

If our universe is the way the scientists say it is then how do we
explain the above based on today's scientific knowledge? Also in.the article
mentioned above was some comments by Ray Palmer concerning the light from 
the sun, stars, etc. He wondered if the light coming to us really came in
straight lines or if it was curved. It is is curved than all of the
measurments we have made concerning the distance of the planets, stars are 
■wrong’ „ \ ,If our earth lies in a "Mobius Strip" like space how far would we have 
to go before we find the center of gravity? About 4,000 miles?

Look at the Mobius Strip (which is in a three dimensional space) and 
try to look at it as it would appear 4n four dimensions. There would be two 
curved "ends" with the center CROSSING at the CENTER! One part of this theory 
I have been working on is that one "half" of this strip contains the earth 
we know and the other "half" contains the spirit world — or the place 
where we go when we die (Since the Bible says we are all sinners and are 
not permitted to leave this part of space). What are the distances to the 
Poles from the equator? How do they fit into this puzzle of the center of 
the earth? What about the three planets that are said to lie 600 - 800 - 
1,000 miles above the earth and are invisible to us? If they aren't there 
then why did Churchhill talk about them as far back as 1945?

Those who are really interested in this theory should make a Mobius. 
Strip and work with it and see if the earth's center of gravity is in this 
space or the one science claims it is.

THE SEARCHLIGHT is an official I.N.S. publication issued approx, 
monthly at our offices located at 3 Courtland Street, New Brunswick, 
New Jersey. 12 issue subscription $2.00 25 copies of any one issue 
$2.50. Material on any and all offbeat subjects welcome and appreciated.


